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QUESTION 1

Your company wants a category of goods to be globally sourced for certain regions in Europe. After setting up the
sourcing rules, you attempt to assign them by using the Category and Region option, but the category is not on the list
of values. 

What is the problem? 

A. The Default Sourcing Assignment Set proflle option is not set. 

B. The category set that is associated with the Sourcing Rule Category Set profile option is controlled at the
organization level. 

C. The Default Sourcing Assignment Set profile option is set to a category set for the Item category set structure. 

D. A category set has not been selected under the Sourcing Rule Category Set profile option. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company wants to revise an existing sales order in Order Management Cloud to compensate the downstream
legacy fulfillment system that does not allow any update to the already interfaced fulfillment lines. 

What type of compensation pattern rule would you need to define for the orchestration process fulfillment step? 

A. Define one rule of type CREATE. 

B. Define one rule of type UPDATE. 

C. Define two rules: one of type CANCEL and another of type CREATE. 

D. Define one rule of type CANCEL_CREATE. 

Correct Answer: C 

A rule that you can set on an orchestration process step that specifies the adjustments to make when an order changes.
Undo, Redo, Update, Cancel, and None are each an example of a compensation pattern. For example, assume the
compensation pattern for a Create Shipment step is Redo, and that this step calls the Cancel service and the Create
service. If Order Management receives a change order that includes a new warehouse for this step, then it runs the
Cancel service and the Create service again. 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company is implementing Order Management Cloud to manage the sales orders but fulfillment happens through
third party logistics (3PL). 

What process should be executed to communicate to the 3PL system that the sales orders are ready to pick release
and ship? 

A. Manage Shipments Interface 
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B. Create Shipments 

C. Confirm Shipments 

D. Generate Shipments Request 

E. Send Shipments Advice 

Correct Answer: D 

References: http://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/scmcs_gs/FAIMS/FAIMS1796462.htm#FAIMS2605728 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify two valid use cases where a process assignment rule is defined to assign an orchestration process. (Choose
two.) 

A. when you require multiple orchestration processes for one fulfillment line 

B. when you require one orchestration process for one fulfillment line 

C. when you require one orchestration process for sales order lines 

D. when you require one orchestration process for multiple fulfillment lines 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the three future types of supply planned orders that GOP can consider? (Choose three.) 

A. Transfer Planned Orders 

B. Buy Planned Orders 

C. Scrap Planned Orders 

D. Rework Planned Orders 

E. Make Planned Order 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Future supply can include the supply that results from planned orders of three types: make, buy, or transfer. 
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